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This invention relates to a knitting pin useful
for various types of knitting.
In ordinary knitting operations, it is customary
to have a knitting pin with a doWinWardly-sloping
point, the point being employed for engaging the
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embodiment, by the accompanying drawing, in
Which

5

Stitches, and the Stitches are slipped along the

inclined point onto the enlarged shank or body

of the pin. Sometimes, the forward point of the
pin is made slightly concave. In all of these
structures, the gradual inclination of the point
causes the Stitches to slip readily from the point

O

Onto the Shank and the Knitter is Often hardly

aWare of the location of the Stitch, not knoWing
Whether the Stitch is still on the point or on the
Shank of the pin.
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In many Stages of knitting, it is desired to have
the point of One needle cooperating with the point
of another needle in forming the Stitches and
knitting at this stage is carried on more effec

tively when the stitches are of a reduced size and

engage only the point portions of the needle.
Because, however, of the gradual inclination of

and along a concave taper to the beak portion

20 as at 2.

The diameter of the beak f is relatively Small
compared with the diameter of the shank por

tion and may be about one-half the diameter
of the Shank . The shoulder portion 4 is pref
erably short, providing an inclination in the Order

of 10° to 20° from the horizontal. The relatively
steep pitch of the shoulder preventS Stitches from
passing readily from the beak to the Shank
, while at the same time providing a concave
point of junction between the shoulder and the

jecting postS, a knitting pin is used for engaging

a lower stitch and drawing it over the post. In

beak which enables the stitches to be shifted

When the operator makes a conscious effort to do
so. The shoulder portion 4 is further useful in

the operation for shifting a Stitch over a post
S5

described disadvantages. A further object is to

provide a knitting pin which may be employed
with other pins for carrying on the knitting oper
ation with the Stitches, etc. being formed on
projections of reduced diameter carried by Such
pins, while eventually drawing the completed
Stitches upon the nain Shank of the pin. A fur
ther object is to provide a knitting pin. With a
forwardly-extending beak portion of reduced
diameter while providing a shoulder between the
beak portion and the main Shank Cf the pin.
A further object is to provide in Such a structure,

a shoulder providing a smooth Sweep forming a
concave taper from the Shank of the pin to the
point portion of the pin. Other Specific objects
and advantages Will appear as the Specification
proceeds.

The invention is shown, in an illustrative

a rounded point 2. Similarly, the rear end por
tion 3 of the Shank it may be rounded, if desired.
Connecting the beak portion which may be
of substantially uniform diameter and the en
larged shank portion
is a tapered shoulder
providing with the beak a concave joint thus
forming a Smooth sweep from the enlarged shank
E, the forward end of the beak being rounded

the points, it is difficult for the Operator to keep
the Stitches on the point alone and the Stitches
are constantly slipping over the Shank of the pin.
In a specific form of knitting, in which stitches
are formed about a tubular member having pro

this Well-known form of knitting, the ordinary
knitting pin is difficult to employs because the
Stitch Slips along the pin. When an effort is made
to Slide the Stitch Over the post and there is no
means for holding the Stitch at a desired point
on the pin. When the Stitch is looped over a post.
An object of the present invention is to provide
a knitting pin which overcomes the above

Figure 1 is a broken perspective view of a knit
ting pin embodying my invention shown employed
with a post knitting device; and Fig. 2, a broken
top plan view of the knitting pin Structure.
In the illustration given, the knitting pin is
provided with a shank portion
of enlarged
diameter and, at its forward end, With a beak or
projecting portion of reduced diameter having
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in a post knitting device.
in Fig. 1, 5 designates a tubular member pro
vided at, one end with a fange is to Which are

secured knitting posts i. The knitting posts
may be provided with cut-out portions or notches
8 on their outer sides. A yarn thread 9 is
passed around the postS in a Well-known man

ner and loops are drawn by the beak portion
over the adjacent post 7. In this operation, the
shoulder portion 4 is effective in holding the
stitch after engagement by the beak and enabling
the stitch to be readily slipped over the post.
If desired, the flange or head 6 may be provided

with grooves 20 for receiving the point of the

needle and guiding it under the stitch, as illus

50 trated best in Fig. 1.

While the needle

s

is effective in the post

stitching operation as described above, it will be
ting, permitting the loops to be engaged by the
understood that it is useful also in ordinary knit

beaks of cooperating needles and the stitching
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in interlocking relation, they may be shifted by
COinScious effort of the operator from the beaks f
to the shanks (). There is an important new
result achieved in that the completed portion of
the knitting When thus drawn to the enlarged
Shank to tends to clip the shank fo rather uni
formly over its area, and to remain in the post
where drawn upon the shank. In ordinary stitch
ing operation, where the stitches are passed
almost immediately onto the shank, the stitches
are thus expanded in the latter operation and
remain loosely and sometimes irregularly formed
upon the Shank. By first forming a number of
Stitches on the extremely small beak portion and
then passing the stitches thus uniformly formed
of a Small size up the sharply-inclined shoulder
portion f4 and onto the enlarged shank G, the
stretched Stitches tend to clip the shank 0 and
remain thereon at the positions to which they
are noved.
While in the foregoing specification I have set
forth a Specific structure in considerable detail,
it will be understood that such details of struc
ture may be varied widely by those skilled in the
art without departing from the spirit of my

4.

diameter extending beyond said joint, said joint
merging with Said beak portion and providing
between the shank portion and the beak portion

operation to be carried on solely by the beaks of
the pins. Later, after stitches have been formed

a shoulder having a forwardly-facing concave
portion merging with Said beak portion.
2. A knitting pin having an elongated Shank
portion of relatively large diameter and an elon
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gated knitting beak portion at its forward end,
said beak portion being for the most part of a
substantially uniform and reduced diameter
throughout and terminating in a rounded end,
and a relatively sharply-inclined forwardly-facing
concave shoulder portion substantially shorter
than said beak portion and connecting Said beak
portion to said Shank portion.
3. A knitting pin having an elongated Shank
portion and being equipped at one end with a
beak portion of reduced and substantially uni
form diameter, and a shoulder joining said shank
portion and beak portion and being sharply
inclined and forwardly facing whereby a concave
joint is provided.
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relatively large diameter terminating at its for
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